
The Birkmayer Institute presents

Exploring 
Sound, Healing 

& Empowerment 
A Retreat by Robin Cunningham Myers 

CH, RRMT, TH, LMT 
May 28-29 2011, 9am-5pm

About The Retreat: Open your heart to the therapeutic and spiritual value of 
the graceful healing of sound. What are singing bowls? Where do they come 
from and what is their history?  How does voice play a role in personal healing 
and empowerment?  What is the path of vibration in the body?  How does 
sound move us into altered states of consciousness, and how can we harness 
these states for our own well-being?  We will begin to unravel the deep mystery 
that surrounds these ancient healing methods, surrendering to the vibrations 
that enter the body, attaining a state of tranquility and Peace. Experience the 
vibrant nature of sound healing and the harmonics of resonance within your 
soul. This retreat will provide both lecture and discussion regarding the benefits 
of the profound gift of sound healing therapies, as well as an experiential 
immersion in therapeutic vibrational healing.  Participants will learn hands on 
applications of sound therapies, as well as experience the benefits personally by 
gathering in small groups focused on giving, receiving and circulating within the 
resonance of sound.
Robin  Cunningham Myers offers integrative approaches to healing the Sacred Self. 
Drawing on over 35 years experience in holistic therapies including Classical Homeopathy, 
Shamanic Facilitation, Usui, Karuna and Shinpiden Reiki, Crystal Healing, Therapeutic 
Sound Healing, and soul work, her work embraces the sacredness of the healing journey for 
each person. She owns and operates Wholistic Alternatives in Baton Rouge, LA and Arroyo 
Seco, NM. Please visit her website at www.wholisticalternatives.com for more information.

Location: Crystal Dove, 525 Central Ave NE,Albuquerque NM Fee: $185 (tax incl.) 
To Register: Call (505) 720 4115 or email thebirkmayerinstitute@gmail.com

http://www.wholisticalternatives.com/
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